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By Emilio Castelar

Forgotten Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from Old Rome and New Italy (Recuerdos De Italia) In her history there is
an order which is not a natural or der, but a human order, like the transition from the ancient
world to the modern world - like the passing from the Middle Age to the Renaissance. By those
buildings so famed for beauty, those statues so serene and lovely, have passed all the tempests of
the human spirit. Knowledge has bpened their wounds; and on seeing them, one feels in heart and
brain the immense effort it has cost ages to create the modern spirit in which we breathe and live.
For this reason a journey to Italy is a journey through all periods of history. And this is why an essay
upon Italy, rather than a description, should be, in my judgment, a revival. I have intended to keep
al ways in mind that above these great works of art, of archaol ogy, history is visible. I am happy,
quite happy, if I have succeeded in imparting to my readers the thoughts that, so to speak, are
exhaled...
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This created pdf is excellent. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a really worth reading through. Your life span will probably be transform
as soon as you total looking over this publication.
-- Pr of . Esteba n Wucker t-- Pr of . Esteba n Wucker t

These kinds of pdf is the ideal ebook accessible. Of course, it is actually play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this publication
from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Ms. Ruth Wisoz k-- Ms. Ruth Wisoz k
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